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The Pelican Nebula in Cygnus (IC 5067, IC 5070). Image by Tom Owen. Taken near Pigeon Lake, 2019-05-20 between 00:00
and 02:00, under a nearly full moon. Hydrogen Alpha filter on a QSI 683 CCD camera, Takahashi FS 102 refractor at F6.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/contact/

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Please include STARDUST or RASC in the subject so
your email doesn’t end up in the spam bin. Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following
page for dates. Any standard document file type is acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred.
Do not layout and format your article. Your labour will only be discarded. Submit clearly identified images/graphics as separate
files, do not embed them in the document; indicate captions and references to them within the text. Do not consider your article
successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 5-003 of the CCIS  *   Building on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS
Regular meetings are free and open the public

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 
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NORTHERN PRAIRIE STAR PARTY 2019 by Rick and Susan Bramm, Coordinators

MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR THE 2019 NORTHERN PRAIRIE STAR PARTY (NPSP), SEPTEMBER, 24 TO 29

Join other Edmonton Centre RASC members and guests for observing and learning time under dark skies only an hour from 
Edmonton this September. It will the sixteenth year for this annual event that features telescope workshops, astroimaging and 
observing workshops, terrific speakers, door prizes and great camaraderie. Check out details and updates at 
ht  tp://edmontonrasc.com/northern-prairie-star-party/

Program of workshops and presentations (so far):

Friday, September 27
• 2 PM – 12 AM: One-on-one Telescope Clinic with Alister Ling (one-hour sessions) – sign up at: 

https://signup.com/login/entry/563915574079
• 3 – 5 PM: Members’ sessions on observing and astrophotography. If you would like to present or assist, please let us know by

emailing  npsp@edmontonrasc.co  m

Saturday, September 28
• 12 noon – 1:45 PM: Solar observing and telescope set up and use demonstrations (in and around the north shelter area)
• 12:30 to 1:30 PM: One-on-one Telescope Clinic with Alister Ling (one-hour session, and again from 7 PM to midnight) sign 

up at: https://signup.com/login/entry/563915574079
• 1:45 PM: Ian Doktor, Jasper Place High School physics and math teacher (with students) – Project-based astronomy: a 

fantastic way to ignite students’ interest in science
• 2:45 PM: Callie Lissina, Project Manager, AlbertaSat, University of Alberta – Liftoff! The Story of the First Made-In-

Alberta Satellites
• 3:45 PM: Brett Gladman, Full Professor, UBC and Canada Research Chair II in Planetary Astronomy – Solar system 

dynamics and the remaining outstanding puzzles in our understanding of planetary formation
• 5:30 ~ 7 PM Pot-luck BBQ (burgers, wieners & buns supplied by NPSP) & group photo of NPSP participants – Please bring 

your favourite appetizer, salad, main dish, or dessert to share with others. Chairs too!

We will provide training for members who wish to learn how to use the club’s 18-inch Dobsonian telescope that is housed on site. 
Sign up via email at npsp@edmontonrasc.co  m.

Observing Certificates Attendees are welcome to complete one or more certificates, with three levels, from observing “with keen 
eyes and no optical aid” to “uncommon objects for advanced observers”. We will also run a mini bi-marathon, interweaving five laps 
around a short cross-country course (700 meters per lap) with observing 10 specified Messier objects. Lists will be available at the 
event.

Camping Arrangments If you plan to stay out overnight, you are responsible for reserving and paying for your camp site. See the 
NPSP website for details.

We are looking for door prize donations. Please let us know if you would like to help out! In the past, members have contributed 
eye pieces, telescopes and other items they are no longer using but that would be very useful to new members. If you have books or 
other items for adults or children, they would be most welcome!

For questions, more information, or to receive event updates via email, contact us at npsp@edmontonrasc.co  m.

President’s Report by Geoff Robertson

Summer used to mean warm weather and mosquitoes. Now
it also means smoke from wildfires. It seems what was a once in
a while occurrence has become the new normal around here. At
this time of perpetual twilight we still  can do some observing.
Jupiter reaches opposition this month and I am anxious to view
the Great Red Spot which appears to be unravelling. Elon Musk
has provided us with dozens of new satellites to watch and of
course there is the NLC.

As this is the last Stardust until September, I’d like to remind
everyone that September 1 is the annual Beaver Hills Dark Sky
Preserve  celebration,  aka |Milky Way Day. I’ll  be  looking for
volunteers at the June 10th meeting. If you can’t make it to the
meeting but would like to volunteer contact  me by email. My
address is on the web page.

There  are  events  in  everyone’s  lives  that  stick  with  you.

Most are personal, but some are shared. Sometimes it seems the
whole world stops for that event. The evening of Saturday May
19, 1984, it was the Victoria Day weekend; I walked out of the
Northlands Coliseum, it was still light out, I looked down onto
118th Avenue, normally a busy road. A single bus was parked at
the stop and a lone yellow taxi drove by. Other than that there
were no cars on the road. It was surreal to see. Of course I knew
why the street was bare, The Edmonton Oilers had just won their
first  Stanley  Cup.  I  was  at  the  game  with  some  seventeen
thousand others; the rest of the city was watching it on TV. It was
a shared moment I will never forget.

Fifteen years earlier in July of 1969 the whole world shared
the voyage of Apollo 11, the first time humans touched another
world. That we on Earth could watch those first steps live on TV
was incredible. I look back on that as a time of wonder, almost
magical, yet at the same time where nothing seemed impossible.
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Since those amazing days of the Apollo program humans have
not  ventured  out  of  low  Earth  orbit.  In  1969  I  would  have
expected to have seen humans on Mars long before now. I now
wonder if I’ll see that in my lifetime.

There  is  a  parallel.  At  the  beginning  of  the  Twentieth
Century countries raced to be the first to reach the South Pole.
After that goal was met, not a lot happened at the bottom of the

world for almost half a century when a permanent outpost was
established. It is still there, occupied year round. A half century
after  Apollo there appears to be serious plans to return to the
Moon, this time to stay. From there, maybe on to Mars. Perhaps I
will get to see that.

Clear skies.

A Photo-op Anniversary: A Metonic Cycle Story by Alister Ling

Sunrise & Moonset March 20, 2000 

I can date my first colour photos of the sky back to 1976,
when  my  interest  in  capturing  the  Moon  above  a  cityscape
sprouted  into  a  lifelong  obsession.  In  retrospect,  I  am  a  bit
surprised  that  it  took  almost  a  decade  of  living  in  Edmonton
before I experienced the unexpected coincidence of a moonset
and reflected sunrise pictured above. I was simply wanting the
post-sunrise  moonset  so  I  could  catch  both  the  Moon  and
landscape properly exposed in a single shot (on slide film!).

Year after year I tried to repeat this wonderful observation
(which included the ever uplifting dawn chorus from the birds at

springtime).  Despite  improvements  in  planning  tools,  I  was
thwarted by bad luck with the timing of the weather or life. I
quickly  discovered  that  I  had  two  chances  per  year,  at  the
equinoxes. Even giving myself +/- a day on either side of full
phase  didn't  help  because  its  position  on  the  ecliptic  (and
particularly declination) carried it 7 or 8 degrees to either side.
The slowly shifting orbit modified its height above or below the
ecliptic  plays  a  minor  role  here.  Clouds  are  a  much  greater
nuisance, because to see both the setting Moon and rising Sun
requires a block of clear skies across 10 degrees of longitude, the
width of Alberta. 
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March 21, 2019 hazier, with an air quality warning in effect. 

In the end, it took me 19 years, almost exactly to the day.
When I  saw the  date  of  my first  image I  grinned:  this  is  an
anniversary  of  one  Metonic  cycle.  My  pattern-obsessed  good
friend Bruce McCurdy is a fan of the Metonic cycle, pointing it
out  now  and  then  to  myself  and  members  of  the  Royal
Astronomical  Society  of  Canada  and  having  written  a  piece
about it  in the Journal  of  the  RASC, April  2001 and at  other
times for his "Orbital Oddities" column.

Our Observer's  Handbook  features  a  contribution  by  long
term  editor  Roy  Bishop  on  p125  of  the  2019  edition,  in  the
"Eclipses"  section,  where  he  writes  "[it  is]  a  cycle  known to
astronomers  in  ancient  Babylon,  and  that  was  discovered
independently around 430 BCE by Meton, a Greek astronomer." 

It's a bit like watching the big and small hands of a clock
overlap after some turns. Think of the big hand like the lunar
month (29.5  days),  and the  small  hand like a  year. After  354

days, the Moon has cycled 12 times, but we're 11 days short of a
year (12 for a leap year). Advance another year, we are 22 days
short; another and it's 33 days, close to a lunar month, but not
quite! It takes 19 years before the cycles line up perfectly (shifted
by a day thanks to the leap year), a total of 6940 days. 

You'll notice that the Moon is not quite in the same position
in the images. This is mostly due to the oval shape of its orbit
(that  sets  the  speed),  which  has  its  own  cycle.  Buried  in  the
details,  one can find that  a  year is  not  365 and 1/4 days,  but
365.242189  equinox  to  equinox,  while  a  lunar  month  is
29.530589.

I've been waiting a long time to catch the full Moon setting
as  the  rising  Sun  reflects  off  buildings  near  the  Alberta
Legislature, so it is most fitting that I achieved this on a Metonic
anniversary.
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In Focus: Abdur Anwar by Daisy Alferez

Living up to his name? Luminous, illuminated, or radiant. 

That’s what Abdur’s last name, Anwar, means in Arabic. 

In  1993,  Abdur  was four years  old when his  family moved to
Lagos,  Nigeria,  due  to  his  father’s  work.  He  then  became
interested in astronomy. It all started with an old astronomy book
that  was left  behind by the previous tenants of the house they
were  renting.  The  book  had  loads  of  pictures  of  galaxies  and
nebulae. It was the Horsehead nebula that fed Abdur’s obsession
to someday take photographs like the  ones in  the  book.  Since
then, he never stopped looking up at the night sky. In 1999, the
whole family moved back to Pakistan. He began looking for other
people who might share his interest  in astronomy, but with no
luck.

Fast forward to 2003 in Canada

Abdur  has  an  Honours  BSocSc  in  Public  Administration
from the University of Ottawa. While in Ottawa, he met other
amateur astronomers. He joined a local astronomy group called
the  Ottawa  Valley  Astronomy  Group.  In  2015,  he  moved  to
Edmonton and currently works for  the  federal  government.  He
joined the RASC to meet other people who share his interest in
astronomy. 

An active member of the RASC Edmonton Centre since he
joined,  Abdur  graciously  accepted  the  role  of  presenting  the
Astroimaging  Corner  at  the  monthly  membership  meeting
effective  August  2018. He admits,  “I  have had the pleasure of
presenting  the  images  sent  in  by  amateur  astronomers  from
Edmonton ever since.” 

Abdur helped organize the upcoming Astro Café (June 19)
dubbed as  Astroimaging  Community Café.  He also sits  on the
RASC Edmonton Centre council as a Councillor-at-Large.

Astrophotography journey and favourite image so far

Abdur’s attempt at astrophotography started in 2004 when
he got  his first  point  and shoot camera.  Notwithstanding the
generic brand camera that he bought from eBay, he was able to
see the Andromeda Galaxy as a tiny faint smudge in the noisy
images. Likewise, his first telescope was a “toy” department-
store  telescope.  “The  kind  that  promises  525x magnification
despite  the  60mm  aperture  and  is  plastered  with  images  of
Saturn taken with the Hubble Space Telescope,” quips Abdur.

Although a multitude of amateur astronomers would agree
that “toy” telescopes can diminish one’s interest in astronomy,
most  would  agree  that  many  success  stories  have  humble
beginnings—and Abdur  is  a  shining example of  that.  Today,
Abdur  uses  his  Skywatcher  6”  Newtonian  Reflector  on  an
NEQ6  mount.  He  also  uses  a  QHY178MC  camera  for
autoguiding and a Fuji X-T20 for imaging.
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“My favorite image so far has to be the image I took of M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy, in March 2019. Even though I used a small 6”
reflector, I was able to image background galaxy clusters that were over 2 billion light years away,” says Abdur.

M63, the Sunflower Galaxy.
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The Milky Way, from Kashmir.

Another  favourite  image  that  he  took  is  of  M63,  the
Sunflower  Galaxy.  “What  captivates  me  the  most  about
astrophotography is that no matter how good one gets, there is
always more to explore and to image. The universe is full of near
infinite possibilities. In particular, I  like imaging galaxies. The
sheer scale and variety of galaxies has always captivated me. I
feel like my journey in astrophotography is just beginning. There
is so much to learn and I am still figuring out what equipment
works  best  for  me.  I  am  lucky  to  have  met  some
astrophotographers from the RASC who are as passionate about
the hobby as I am.”

So what was it like to attempt astrophotography in Pakistan
for the first time? 

On the plus side, according to Abdur, the skies - particularly
in  the  mountains—are  pristine  that  the  Lagoon  nebula  could
easily  by  seen with the  naked eye. Weather-wise,  the  average
temperature at night was a cool 10ºC to 15ºC in the mountains
while it was about 20ºC to 25ºC in the desert. 

“Astrophotography is challenging enough as it is but in the
mountains  of  Kashmir,  my biggest  challenge  was  finding  flat

ground. The only flat area I was able to find was in the courtyard
of the house where I was staying and it only provided a restricted
view of the Milky Way. In the desert, my biggest challenge was
finding a suitable location away from people and guard dogs.
Blowing sand and flies also made it difficult to get any images,”
says Abdur.

The  radiant  (or  Anwar,  in Arabic)  Milky Way is  one of
Abdur’s favourite subjects for astroimaging. In as much as Abdur
wanted to do lots of astroimaging while vacationing in Pakistan,
he did not get the chance to do any imaging other than the Milky
Way  shown  above,  which  was  taken  from  the  mountains  of
Kashmir. He was using an iOptron Skytracker (non-pro) and a
Fuji X-T20 with a Samyang 12mm f2.0 lens. “I was constantly
travelling and did not have much time to settle down in one place
and unpack my gear,” explains Abdur. 

Wondered  what  happened  to  the  book  that  inspired  the
young Abdur? I totally forgot to ask if he kept it. It’s my bad but
please  allow  me  to  indulge  in  some  sweet-lemon  type  of
rationalization. This is your chance to break the ice with Abdur
and ask him what happened to the book.

Did you know? 
• Aside from astronomy, Abdur is also interested in paleontology and archaeology.
• His recent trip to Kashmir/Pakistan was his first since he left in 2003.

Coming up in the next issue of In Focus: After the summer break, we will celebrate a longtime member’s unwavering dedication to
the RASC Edmonton Centre. Let us count the ways.
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